In model-based tracking, an accurate 3D model of a target object or scene is mostly assumed to be known or given in advance, but the accuracy of the model should be guaranteed for accurate pose estimation. In many application domains, on the other hand, end users are not highly distracted by tracking errors from certain levels of modeling errors. In this paper, we examine perceptual tracking errors, which are predominantly caused by modeling errors, on subjective evaluation and compare them to computational tracking errors. We also discuss the tolerance of modeling errors by analyzing their permissible ranges.
Introduction
Vision-based tracking is a well-known technique in computer vision for estimating six degrees of freedom (6DOF) poses of target objects or scenes. In general, vision-based tracking can be classified into two approaches: marker-based tracking and markerless tracking. Marker-based tracking is a simple, fast, and reliable approach [1] , so that it has popularly been used for handling pose estimation problems in a cost effective manner. On the other hand, markerless tracking has actively been issued in many applications based on tracking framework because artificial features of visual markers easily disturb users' experience and immersion. Natural feature tracking is the most common approach to markerless tracking, which extracts distinctive features on target objects or scenes and identifies them using various types of descriptors such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [2] or speeded up robust features (SURF) [3] . Obviously, natural feature tracking is visually friendly, but sufficient texture is strongly in needed for robust tracking.
Given 3D models of target objects or scenes, modelbased tracking is a promising approach for 6DOF pose estimation without using any artificial markers even on poorly textured and non-planar surfaces. As prior knowledge, the 3D models can be created using optical measuring devices such as 3D scanners, and they can also be reconstructed by vision-based 3D modeling [4, 5] . In particular, vision-based 3D modeling (or reconstruction) has recently been more attractive because special devices with high precision and resolution are not always available in many situations. For instance, 3D models of target objects or scenes can be reconstructed using visual features such as silhouette [6] or feature points [7] . Instead of fully automatic and expensive tasks, users' intervention can often be helpful for efficient 3D modeling [8, 9] . Furthermore, recent RGBD cameras (or 3D depth cameras) such as Kinect allow 3D modeling to be much easier and faster [10] .
Despite such modeling capabilities, the accuracy of the model can be an important issue for achieving accurate tracking even though it is mostly assumed in many approaches based on model-based tracking. In the context of user experience, on the other hand, end users are not highly distracted by tracking errors from certain levels of modeling errors. From that fact, perceptual tracking errors can be a more interesting and valuable measure on application domains. In this paper, therefore, we examine perceptual tracking errors, which are predominantly caused by modeling errors, on subjective evaluation and compare them to computational tracking errors. In the subjective evaluation, two groups of participants (expert group and user group) watched test video sequences where model errors occurred with Gaussian random noise and responded to the corresponding model errors when they perceived tracking failures. With evaluation results, we also discuss the tolerance of modeling errors by analyzing their permissible ranges.
Computational Tracking Errors
In our evaluation, a virtual cubic object (75 mm × 75 mm × 75 mm) was assumed as a 3D target object, and its model was created by a wireframe structure with 8 vertices and 18 lines. Note that, in this study, we focus on tracking errors, which are predominantly caused by modeling errors; thus, we do not consider challenging cases such as occlusions, fast motions, illumination changes, and background clutter. With the wireframe model, the virtual object was rendered on a black homogeneous background with different poses, as shown in Fig. 1 . The poses were prepared with 16 rotation angles along the x-and y-axes with 30-degree increments from 0 to 90 degrees. Since the cubic model has a symmetric shape, the rotation angles were limited to between 0 and 90 degrees. Finally, model errors were generated by adding Gaussian random noise to each vertex in all 16 cases.
In model-based tracking, computational tracking errors can be considered as matching errors between a 3D model and its corresponding features detected in an image; thus, in the evaluation, computational matching errors were evaluated by mean distance errors between boundary edges of the 3D model projected on the rendered image with estimated poses and their corresponding edges detected in the rendered image [11] . Here, the camera calibration was performed offline and an initial pose was given in advance. Fig. 2 shows the average computational matching errors from modeling errors (the entire process was repeated 1000 times in each case). From the results, the tolerance of modeling errors can be estimated by analyzing their permissible ranges as shown in Table 1 .
Perceptual Tracking Errors
Perceptual tracking errors were evaluated by perceived profiles than computational matching errors regardless of which group was involved. When rotating 90 degrees on the x-axis and 60 degrees on the y-axis, for example, the permissible range of modeling errors in regard to computational matching errors was less than 0.1, but most of participants perceived the tracking failures from 0.4 to 0.8 standard deviations of Gaussian random noise. Even researchers were likely to perceive the tracking failures in a wider range than general users in some cases (0 degrees on the x-axis and 90 degrees on the y-axis; 90 degrees on the x-axis and 30 degrees on the y-axis), overall, the human perception had wide profiles about tracking errors from modeling errors.
On the other hand, the expert group tended to perceive the tracking failures more accurately than the user group. In such cases: no rotation on both x-and y-axes; rotating 30 degrees on the x-axis and 0 degrees on the y-axis; and rotating 60 degrees on the x-axis and 0 degrees on the yaxis, researchers' answers coincided with the permissible ranges of modeling errors in regard to computational matching errors (see Table 1 ). Moreover, the expert group tended to perceive the tracking failures much quicker than the user group. In most cases, researchers perceived the tracking failures before 0.8 standard deviations of Gaussian random noise, whereas some of general users could not perceive the tracking failures until 1.0 standard deviations of Gaussian random noise. Therefore, we can notice that the permissible ranges of modeling errors for general users are wider than ones for users with expert knowledge.
In addition, perceptual matching errors had different profiles according to rotation angles on the x-and y-axes. When rotating 30 degrees on the x-axis and 60 or 90 degrees on the y-axis, for example, the permissible range of modeling errors in regard to computational matching errors was less than 0.1 standard deviations of Gaussian random noise, but the tracking failures were perceived by both of groups with a wide range of standard deviations of Gaussian random noise (from 0.4 to 0.8).
Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluated perceptual tracking errors from modeling errors and discussed their permissible ranges compared to computational tracking errors. The human perception had wide profiles about the tracking errors, so that it allowed wider permissible ranges of modeling errors than ones of computational tracking errors. Also, the permissible ranges of modeling errors for general users were wider than ones for expert users. In modelbased tracking, therefore, tolerance analysis about modeling accuracy based on human perception would be useful to provide reasonable tracking performance on application domains for end users.
